
28” Koi Bike Flag  assembly
instructions

Your 28” Koi Bike Flag comes in three sections and includes a 9.5mm to 
6mm adapter that will enable it to �t in most bike �ag pole brackets.

Step 1
Extend the Horizontal Body Strut into the Rotating Hub. It is shock-cord-
ed for your convenience and security.
 
Step 2
To assemble your pole, simply join the three sections together by 
pushing the sections �rmly into the transition ferrules.  You will see that 
the bottom section starts at a heavy 9.5mm in diameter, then transitions 
to 8mm in diameter and �nally ends at 6mm in diameter.  This exclusive 
engineering from Premier allows for a very sti� bike �ag pole without 
unnecessary weight.

Step 3
Important note:  Although the transition ferrules have a fairly tight 
“friction �t”, for extra precaution, we recommend gluing the joints 
together to avoid sections from separating over bumpy terrain.  Any style 
CA or “Super Glue” works �ne for permanently securing the transition 
ferrules.  Another method that works but is less permanent, is to simply 
wrapping a few layers of electrical tape or duct tape around the transition 
ferrule joint areas.

Step 4
Your 28” Koi Bike Flag also comes with a 6mm Adapter.  This allows your 
pole to �t most all typical bike �ag mounting brackets that are normally 
sized at 6mm.  Simply slide the stainless steel Adapter Ferrule onto the 
bottom of your Extra Sti� Pole and stick the other end into your existing 
mounting bracket.
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85464 Universal 
Bike Flag Mount

As an excellent option, Premier manufactures a 
Universal Bike Flag Mount that attaches to a wide 
variety of bike frames and can work with the 28” 
Koi Bike Flag with no adapter and/or �ag poles 
from 6mm to 12.5mm in diameter. Available 
online or in stores. 

* For extra security on 
bumpy terrain glue  or 
tape rod into ferrels.

* For extra security on 
bumpy terrain glue  or 
tape rod into ferrels.


